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I N TRO D U CT I ON

Asian Arts Initiative has taken a winding road towards
leading this neighborhood cultural plan. In 2006, Asian
Arts Initiative was one of four arts organizations
displaced from the Gilbert Building, a few blocks from
13th and Cherry Streets, due to the expansion of the
Pennsylvania Convention Center. This displacement
motivated the organization to acquire and develop its
multi-tenant arts facility in 2008. As a new property
owner, the organization turned its attention towards
its new Chinatown North/Callowhill neighborhood.
The Social Practice Lab (2012) commissioned artists in
the emerging field of social practice to make positive
change in our neighborhood, and the Pearl Street
Project (2013) activated the alleyway behind the Vine
Street building.
These programs produced many outstanding
moments—like the annual Pearl Street Block Party, or
the countless artist-led neighborhood projects—and
after five years, the organization wanted to pursue an
organized approach to achieve lasting impact.
Asian Arts Initiative sought out the participatory
design and civic engagement practice of Theresa
Hwang and the Department of Places. Theresa had
most recently worked with residents of the Skid Row
and Little Tokyo neighborhoods in Los Angeles, CA,
to develop a cultural plan. Americans for the Arts
defines a cultural plan as “an inclusive fact finding
and consensus building process to assess community
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needs and develop a plan of action that directs arts
and cultural resources to address those needs.” Most
importantly, a cultural plan centers the belief that arts
and culture is vital to the healthy life of a neighborhood.
The planning process was informed by the cultural
legacies of Asian Arts Initiative’s immediate Chinatown
North/Callowhill district, and the neighboring
Chinatown neighborhood. Especially for an
organization serving as a platform for Asian American
issues, and pursuing a plan that centered culture, it was
vital to consider the history of racial discrimination
that have created Chinatowns, and also to celebrate
the social and economic achievements of Philadelphia’s
Chinatown. Given the concurrent Chinatown-focused
planning process of the Philadelphia Chinatown
Development Corporation, Asian Arts Initiative chose
to focus its recommendations in the Chinatown North/
Callowhill boundaries.
People: Power: Place was continuously informed by
a wide ranging Working Group of neighborhood
stakeholders, so that any resulting roadmap would
influence not just Asian Arts Initiative’s work, but
also the efforts of the many other stakeholders
that lay claim to this neighborhood, and that the
inclusive vision of the neighborhood might ultimately
inform greater investment and policy decisions, and
work towards the shared equitable development of
Chinatown North/Callowhill.
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PROJECT OVERV I E W
People: Power: Place is a cultural planning process
rooted in community participation to create a shared
vision of Chinatown North/Callowhill as a holistic
people-focused neighborhood and vibrant hub of
cultural production. As neighborhood development
intensifies, this cultural plan offers recommendations
that support and advance the equitable growth and
sustainable development of the neighborhood.
The People: Power: Place Cultural Plan includes the
quality of life and cultural values of the members of the
community, especially those that have been historically
marginalized and under-represented and unsupported
in many neighborhood development initiatives in the
past. The goal is to create a forward thinking vision that
leverages culture as the foundation for connectivity,
community-building, and socially just development,
while developing a greater sense of solidarity and
neighborhood identity in Chinatown North/Callowhill.
Built on a strong foundation of creativity and
innovation, and a history of political struggle and
community organizing, our community-driven
cultural planning process is an on-going opportunity
to strengthen the social networks of residents,

businesses, cultural institutions,
outside stakeholders, and others
that are committed to the just
growth of the neighborhood.
Additionally, the cultural planning
process hopes to reconnect this
part of the neighborhood to
Chinatown and repair historic
divisions created during the
construction of the Vine Street Expressway.
Often, cultural plans only focus on the arts and
culture sector, People: Power: Place looks to use
culture as a lens for equitable development and offers
recommendations beyond the arts and culture field.
People: Power: Place is a multi-year project with the first
phase focused on planning and engagement to draft
a Cultural Plan, a road map for cultural development,
and the second phase focused on piloting projects
representative of the ideas collected during the year
one planning and design phase. The goal of the project
is to introduce a vision and new methods of applying
creative strategies for the equitable transformation of
the neighborhood.

W E D EF I NE CULTURE AS:

The shared resources, beliefs, and practices that build the defining character of a community, and in this case our
neighborhood. Culture also extends beyond formal arts to include informal interactions that define the nature and
customs of everyday life. It is a celebration of what a community is, where it has come from, and where it is going – its
identity and memory.

W E D EF I NE EQU I TY AS:

Fairness. To counter-balance systemic inequities that create lack of opportunities, representation, and access, equity
redistributes power and resources based on need to create a more level playing field resulting in more balanced
opportunities for those who are historically or traditionally under-represented. Equity sometimes requires people with
frequent opportunities and privileges to step back to make space for and share power with more participants.

OVERALL G U I D I N G P R I N C I P L E S
THE PLANNING PROCESS WAS GUIDED BY THE FOLLOWING VALUES
DRAFTED + ADOPTED BY OUR DIVERSE WORKING GROUP, TO ENSURE A
TRANSPARENT, IMPACTFUL, AND MEANINGFUL PROCESS.
GUIDING PRINCIPLE 1
1

Culture is the social foundation of the built
environment, as well as the relationships
among people, organizations, and places in a
neighborhood.
GUIDING PRINCIPLE 2

2

3

Culture is dynamic and fluid, we will continue
to collectively define and redefine its
meaning and impact.

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 3

Culture does emerge from the community,
and should not be imposed. We will honor,
support, preserve, and make visible the
existing history, people, and identity of
character and place through sharing and
storytelling.
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OVERALL G U I D I N G P R I N C I P L E S

4

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 4

Welcome growth and development
opportunities that integrate “old” and “new”.
Equitable and just development stabilizes
and strengthens the existing community
members of the neighborhood, while
embracing new trends, people, and programs.

5

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 5

Celebrate ethnic, racial and socio-economic
diversity in the neighborhood and ensure
there are continued opportunities for lowincome and immigrant residents, for future
generations.
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OVERALL G U I D I N G P R I N C I P L E S

6

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 6

Actively support the working class, artist
community, and immigrant Asian and Asian
American community, to feel welcome
and have a sense of “place” within the
neighborhood.

7

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 7

An equitable process involves respecting and
elevating these under-represented voices to
foster a more robust and complete narrative
of the physical and geographic, as well as
cultural, spiritual, emotional neighborhood.

Asian
Asian
Arts
Arts
Initiative
Initiative
| People:
| People:
Power:
Power:
Place
Place
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OVERALL G U I D I N G P R I N C I P L E S

8

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 8

Shared investment in a neighborhood is built
through common values, mutual respect and
support, generosity of spirit, and empathy.

9

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 9

Advocacy, stewardship, and community
organizing informs the political leadership
that together ensures a sustainable future
for Chinatown North and Callowhill that is in
line with the co-created Cultural Plan vision.
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NEI G HBORH O O D S N A P S H OT
CHINATOWN NORTH/CALLOWHILL,

simultaneously known as the Eraserhood, Trestletown,
and the Loft District, is home to an ethnically, socioeconomically, and educationally diverse community of
people, despite its reputation as an underdeveloped
industrial area. Cut off from the commercial core of
Chinatown and Center City when the Vine Street
Expressway was built in the 1980s, the neighborhood
also celebrates a vibrant history of community
organizing, having defeated proposals for a federal
prison, baseball stadium, and casino.
After reaching its lowest population in a century in
2006, Philadelphia has enjoyed a decade of steady
growth. This growth has caused rapid change in
neighborhoods throughout Philadelphia, including
Chinatown North/Callowhill. From 2010-2014, the
neighborhood saw a 41% population increase, with a
463% growth of 18-24 year olds, and a 22% growth
in the Asian population. With this growth came
rising property values and rental rates, and dramatic
increases in new construction in 2013 and 2014. More
recently, the neighborhood has seen many new largescale renovations of industrial properties.
The neighborhood is characterized by: a growing
arts district of fine art galleries and concert venues,
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an influx of new housing and loft developments, a
creative “Spring Arts” community in the Northeast,
an expansion of Chinatown businesses across the
Vine Street Expressway, and the soon-to-open Rail
Park, transforming an abandoned rail line into a city
park. For some, new amenities represent the threat of
displacement of others.

ZONING CLASSIFICATIONS

In 2015, Chinatown North/Callowhill was rezoned
on the recommendation of the City Planning
Commission’s Phila2035 Strategic Plan. The area
is now comprised of 425 parcels of land, with uses
varying from low rise residential to industrial uses in
the 183.13-acre neighborhood. The majority of the
parcels include residential uses, mixed use commercial
and neighborhood serving retail, and mixed use
industrial-residential uses. Less than 6% are restricted
to non-residential uses and set aside for industrial uses.
With over 738,148 square feet of undeveloped land,
there is great potential to build more residential and
commercial uses that support the existing community,
provide opportunities for low-income housing along
with community-supporting resources that strengthen
the neighborhood and align with stakeholder goals.
For more on zoning classifications, see Appendix A.

Callowhill & Chinatown Properties By Zoning
Classification created by FixList - www.fixlist.co
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DEMOG R A P HI C S
RACE + ETHNICITY
W

White
African
American

Other

E

$58K

$23.6K

Median Income
West of 10th St.*

Median Income
East of 10th St.*

Asian
Latino

10TH STREET

HOUSEHOLD INCOMES
>$100k

EDUCATION

$75-100k

<9th Grade/Some
High School

$50-75k

High School Diploma
Some College or
Associate’s
At least Bachelor’s
Degree

$25-50k

$15-25k

<$15k

Report Area
Philadelphia

463%
increase in ages 18-24

41%
Population Growth
(2010-2014)*

46%
decrease in ages 65+
(2010-2014)*

27%
Immigrant population
(2016)**
13.1% average in Philadelphia

*data according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2012 American Community Survey
**data according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2016 American Community Survey
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OUR PROCES S
Throughout the year-long cultural planning process, People: Power: Place aimed to ensure an accessible and
equitable process that welcomed comprehensive participation, that also included the voices and involvement of
historically marginalized communities, like the immigrant Chinese community, formerly and currently unhoused
people, low-income artists, and other working class residents existing in the neighborhood.
To ensure a diversity of perspectives, People: Power: Place assembled a stakeholder Working Group comprised of
neighborhood leaders and residents representative of a range of experiences, to guide and help shape the process
and vision for People: Power: Place. Working group members included participants from the Sunday Breakfast
Rescue Mission, Callowhill Neighborhood Association, Trestle Inn, Arts and Crafts Holdings, Asian Americans
United, Chinese Christian Church and Center, Friends of the Rail Park, Folk Arts and Cultural Treasures Charter
School, along with various small businesses and residents in the area. The Working Group was not only an
opportunity to share thoughts and experiences about the neighborhood, but intentionally bring together groups
that have not collaborated together in the past, and foster relationships and solidarity that can bring about more
collective impact.
People: Power: Place utilized a variety of engagement tactics to create an open and legible process that integrated
diverse perspectives into the cultural planning process. Activities ranged from participatory asset mapping,
tabling at existing community events such as the Asian American Heritage Festival, and focused workshops with
partnering organizations such as Sunday Breakfast Rescue Mission, Callowhill Neighborhood Association, and
others. People: Power: Place also collaborated with Asian Americans United to administer street surveys that
focused on Chinese-speaking residents and visitors to Chinatown to ensure their voices were also included in this
process.

11
6
3

35
445
257

1

702

Asset mapping events to collectively
research the neighborhood

Design Workshops with
partner organizations

One-on-one meetings with neighborhood
based organizations and businesses
people engaged to hear thoughts about
the cultural development of the area

surveys administered in Chinatown to
ensure the community prevalent in the
area were included in the process

Design engagements at existing
community events and street-side
workshops

Design resource workshop with invited
technical assistance providers

people were involved with informing the
Cultural Plan for Chinatown North/Callowhill

OCT ‘16

DEC ‘16

MAR ‘17

MAY ‘17

JUL/AUG ‘17

OCT ‘17

AAI Block
Party

AAI Board
Meeting

• First Fridays
• AAU Surveys

•
•
•
•
•

• On-going one-on-one meeting
• Art cart engagement on street
• Design Resource Workshop

Block Party

NOV ‘16
•
•
•
•

FEB ‘17

First Fridays
Penn Class Visit
Polling Place
YAW Workshop
Graffiti Walls at AAI

AAU Surveys
Sunday Breakfast Workshop
CCC+C
CNA Workshop
API Heritage Festival

APR ‘17

JUN ‘17

SEP ‘17

First Fridays

• FACTS Workshop
• AAI Workshop

Working group
draft review
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WORKING GROUP MEMBERS
The planning process for People:Power:Place has been advised by a diverse Working Group of artists, residents,
business owners, for-profit developers, and non-profit community leaders located throughout our neighborhood.
Arts & Crafts Holdings
Asian Americans United (AAU)
+ Folk Arts-Cultural Treasures
Charter School (FACTS)
Asian Arts Initiative (AAI)
Callowhill Neighborhood
Association (CNA)
Chinese Christian
Church + Center (CCC&C)
Foo Kitchen
Friends of the Rail Park
Marginal Utility +
319 N. 11th St.
Arts Building
Old Shoe Factory Condos
Sunday Breakfast
Rescue Mission
WHO7.pdf

1

11/5/15

2:17 PM

Trestle Inn
Wolf Building
FRED BOSTICK

Intern Chaplain
Sunday Breakfast Rescue
Mission

ESTHER CHIANG

C

Member
Chinese Christian
Church + Center

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Fred

RENAE DINERMAN

Programs Manager
Hi, I’m Fred. I may be quiet, but I come from a dark Trestle
past–one
Inn
that I have chose for myself so it’s no one’s fault but my own.
I consider myself a monster of my own making, but I have to do
better because it is my life goal to have a family. I can be the
nicest person you know or the evilest bastard you know. I enjoy
video games, horror movies, cracking jokes, and I am currently
writing a few books.

KELLY EDWARDS
Community Relations
Arts + Crafts Holdings

ROSALYN FORBES

Director of Development
Sunday Breakfast Rescue
Mission
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SUNANDA GHOSH

LAURENCE TOM

Board Member
Friends of the Rail Park

Pastoral Staff
Chinese Christian
Church + Center

LEROY JOHNSON

GERALDINE WANG

SARAH MCENEANEY

ALIX WEBB

Artist
Wolf Building

Board President + Artist
Callowhill Neighborhood
Association

STACEY MOSELEY
CEO
Philly FixList
+ Old Shoe Factory

GEORGE PAN
Owner
Foo Kitchen

Board Member
Asian Arts Initiative

Executive Director
Asian Americans United

MARY YEE

Board Member
Asian Arts Initiative

YUKA YOKOYAMA
Founder
Marginal Utility

ELLEN SOMEKAWA
Executive Director
Folk Arts-Cultural
Treasures Charter School
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WHO7.pdf

1

11/5/15

2:17 PM

FRED BOSTICK

Fred Bostick is an intern chaplain at Sunday breakfast Rescue Mission, an
organization who is the only free provider of three meals a day, 365 days a year to
homeless individuals.
“Why did you join this working group?”
Because it’s supposed to be done. I can’t just sit back and watch this stuff happen. If
we don’t do any of this [cultural planning] then, all the lower class and middle class
people will be pushed out. My mom would always say, If you have the ability to stop
something from happening, but you do nothing, then it makes you just as bad as the
person doing it.

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

ESTHER CHIANG

Fred
Hi, I’m Fred. I may be quiet, but I come from a dark past–one
that I have chose for myself so it’s no one’s fault but my own.
I consider myself a monster of my own making, but I have to do
better because it is my life goal to have a family. I can be the
nicest person you know or the evilest bastard you know. I enjoy
video games, horror movies, cracking jokes, and I am currently
writing a few books.

Esther Chiang is an active member and youth leader of Chinese Christian Church
& Center.
As I have come to understand the history, relationships, and spaces of Asian
immigrants and Asian Americans in Philadelphia, I have found that this
neighborhood is a key space that holds both personal and historical memories. I want
to be a bridge builder who continuously holds the tension between the hyphen as it
manifests in this neighborhood and in my own life.

RENAE DINERMAN

Renae Dinerman is the programs manager of The Trestle Inn, Philadelphia’s only
home to Whiskey & Go Go! The Trestle is one of the best places in town for a
night out dancing to 60s and 70s music on vinyl. Renae has also been involved in
the arts in Philadelphia for over two decades.
I’ve always been interested in cities and urban planning. The collaborative process
of the working group has given me to a greater insight to the neighborhood where I
work.

KELLY EDWARDS

Kelly Edwardsis in charge of community relations at Arts & Crafts Holdings, an
owner and investor of properties in the Chinatown North/Callowhill area.
As community relations for Arts + Crafts Holdings, my role is to work with the
community as we redevelop vacant and existing commercial buildings in the area.
I believe that everyone in every neighborhood should have access to clean, safe
spaces, a variety of essential businesses and relevant recreation.

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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ROSALYN FORBES

Rosalyn Forbes is fulfilling her lifelong passion by serving one of the most
vulnerable populations, men and women experiencing homelessness, as the
Director of Development at Sunday Breakfast Rescue Mission.
Over the years, I have watched as the Callowhill neighborhood has developed its
own unique voice. It never ceases to surprise and encourage me to see those in the
neighborhood extend the arm of friendship and acceptance to our homeless friends
and guests. I am proud to work alongside the Working Group to further shape the
Callowhill neighborhood into a more welcoming place to people of all economic
situations.

SUNANDA GHOSH

Sunanda Ghosh is the Director of Development and Community Engagement at
Philadelphia Contemporary. As a board member of both Asian Arts Initiative and
Friends of the Rail park she is dedicated to making the new green space accessible
to diverse communities.

LEROY JOHNSON

Leroy Johnson is a born and raised Philadelphian and self proclaimed Urban
Expressionist artist who has worked in town for over 20 years.
I’m a native Philadelphian and am comfortable working in center city with its
diversity and opportunities for networking.

SARAH MCENEANEY

Sarah McEneaney, visual artist, has lived and worked in the Callowhill/
Chinatown North neighborhood since 1979 . She is dedicated to improving the
quality of life in the neighborhood and serves as a board member of Friends of the
Rail Park and board president of the Callowhill Neighborhood Association.
I firmly believe in the adage, ‘think globally, act locally!’

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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STACEY MOSELEY

Stacey Mosley is the Founder and CEO of FixList, a real estate data company that provides
tools and services to help developers, lenders, and nonprofits quickly find and evaluate
opportunities for redevelopment. Prior to launching FixList in 2015, Stacey worked for
the City of Philadelphia for five years practicing data science and operations engineering
for the City’s Vacant Property Strategy and Open Data initiative. She is a graduate of
Northwestern University where she studied Manufacturing & Design Engineering and an
active citizen in the Philadelphia community.

Callowhill is an inspiring place to be, filled with the arts, great neighbors and
immense opportunity.

GEORGE PAN

George Pan is the owner of Foo Kitchen, the brick and mortar of Philadelphia’s
renowned FOO Truck serving contemporary Asian comfort food.

ELLEN SOMEKAWA

Ellen Somekawa has been a Philadelphia activist working in Asian American and
Asian immigrant and refugee communities for the past thirty years. Somekawa is
a founder and the current executive director of the FACT Charter School, a school
that embodies a unique vision of folk arts education and social justice.
The Folk Arts-Cultural Treasures Charter School is located on the footprint of what
would have been a stadium parking lot. After engaging in repeated campaigns to
“Save Chinatown” (from a federal prison, a baseball stadium, two casinos), our
school’s founders wanted to be part of the effort to secure Chinatown’s permanence
north of Vine Street. Establishing a public institution in a neighborhood with very
little public investment is part of that effort. Participating in this planning process
is another part of that effort. To keep our community healthy, we cannot let market
forces be the sole determinant of what happens here; rather we need to engage with
neighbors to envision a future for living, working, playing and growing together in
this shared space.

LAURENCE TOM

Reverend Laurence Tom serves on the pastoral staff at Chinese Christian
Church and Center, an anchor establishment in the Chinatown community. He
has a passion for community transformation incorporating creative processes,
entrepreneurial mindsets and spiritual frameworks. He is also the Vice Chair on
AAI’s board.
We have a very activated community near the heart of Philadelphia. It’s complex
and ever evolving. I want to be part of a process that represents all of the needs and
voices in the community to generate a vision that will inspire other communities.

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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GERALDINE WANG

Geraldine Wang is a longtime Chinatown resident, and a Senior Fellow at
Partners for Sacred Places. She currently sits on the board of Asian Arts
Initiative, and serves on the planning committee for the Philadelphia Chinatown
Development Corporation.
Chinatown North/Callowhill is one of the city’s most diverse and fastest changing
communities. AAI’s cultural planning process offered a unique opportunity to bring
together the rich diversity of talent and perspectives in the community and beyond.
I wanted to be a part of the effort to build a network of people that would continue
after the project, using the arts to bring people together, create and activate public
spaces, and advance equitable development.

ALIX WEBB

Alix Webb has a lifelong dedication to economic justice bringing twenty years of
programmatic development and community organizing experience to her current
role as the Executive director of Asian Americans United (AAU), an organization
that builds leadership in Asian American communities and unties against
oppression.
I joined the working group because I’m part of the long community struggle
to preserve and sustain the Chinatown community. This struggle has had to
oppose freeways, the convention center, baseball stadiums, casinos and always
gentrification. Chinatown (including Chinatown north) is a precious living
neighborhood full of history, traditions and arts - without which the city would be
much culturally poorer.

MARY YEE

Mary Yee is a lifelong activist for immigrant rights and self determination for
communities of color; she played a major part in the Save Chinatown Movement
in 1970’s as well as later struggles against development threats to Philadelphia
Chinatown. She continues to document and research activist movements as an
EdD candidate at University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education. Mary
currently sits on the board at Asian Arts Initiative.
I work in this neighborhood because of my identification with and participation in
the anti-racist struggles of Chinatown as an ethnic community of color, which has
continually had to fight for and justify its existence vis-á-vis the institutionalized
power of government and corporate interests.

YUKA YOKOYAMA

Yuka Yokoyama is the founder of Marginal Utility, one of the many art galleries
in the 319 N 11th St. building. She has recently dedicated her gallery space to
feature up-and-coming young artists.

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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ASIAN ARTS INITIATIVE PROJECT TEAM & STAFF

THERESA HWANG

Theresa Hwang is a community-engaged architect based in Los Angeles, CA.
She has spent over 12 years focused on equitable cultural and community
development with multiple groups and campaigns.

DAVE KYU

Dave Kyu is a socially engaged artist, writer, & project manager based in
Philadelphia. Born in Seoul, South Korea, and raised in the US, his work explores
the creative tensions of identity and community in public space. His own creative
projects have found him commissioning skywriting planes to write messages
10,000 feet over Philadelphia, and doing everything Facebook told him to do for a
month.
He has made public art with communities for Asian Arts Initiative, Mural Arts
Philadelphia, and the City of Philadelphia. His writing has been published in
Generocity, the Artblog, and the Philadelphia Citizen.

ABBEY AGPAOA

Abbey Agpaoa is a resident of the Chinatown North/Callowhill community who
is both personally and professionally committed to community engagement and
social justice. In their free time, Abbey plays roller derby with Philly Roller Derby
and organizes Hotpot! a social organization for LGBTQ Asian/Pacific Islanders.

HEATHER LIANG

Heather Liang is a student at Bryn Mawr College and University of Pennsylvania’s
School of Design. She is an aspiring city planner and avid public art enthusiast on a
tireless quest to find the perfect intersection of these two fields.

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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GAYLE ISA

Gayle Isa is the Executive Director of Asian Arts Initiative, a multi-disciplinary
community arts center in Philadelphia that engages people of all ages and
backgrounds to create and present art that addresses Asian American experience
and effects positive change in a broad range of communities and in its immediate
neighborhood of Chinatown North. In her work at Asian Arts Initiative she has led
the creation of programs such as the Chinatown In/flux exhibition of site-specific
installations responding to and shaping the constantly changing neighborhood;
the Artists Exchange which involves artist peer-led workshops and commissioning
of new work in response to current social themes; and the development of a
multi-tenant arts facility that serves as a hub for community arts and social
practice. She is currently focused on the Pearl Street Project, a vision to transform
an underutilized alleyway into an asset connecting the diverse communities
within and beyond Philadelphia’s Chinatown neighborhood.

JULIA SHAW

Julia Millan Shaw, Director of Development and Communications, joined the
Asian Arts Initiative team in the Spring of 2016. Prior to joining Asian Arts
Initiative, Julia worked on statewide campaigns focused on wildlife conservation
and protecting endangered species, protecting wild lands in Alaska, political
advocacy and campaigns and fundraising for public schools.Julia is a Graduate
Hospital resident, by way of New Jersey and Alaska, and has a dedication to
protecting land and wildlife both at home and across the country. She also spends
time as an advocate for arts, education and urban agriculture in her city and is a
mom to three young children.

CAROL ZOU

Carol Zou is the Director of Programs at Asian Arts Initiative. She is interested
in how cultural transformation becomes sociopolitical transformation. Her
background includes a decade of work in public art, community art, arts advocacy,
grassroots organizing, and community development.

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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ASS ET M A P P I N G
To ensure the cultural plan will build upon existing people, programs, and projects already in the neighborhood,
People: Power: Place conducted a series of asset mapping activities to document and collect important and valuable
aspects of the area defined by residents, visitors, and other stakeholders. People: Power: Place implemented five
different methods to collect qualitative and quantitative data, they are described below.

WALKING OBSERVATIONS
With volunteers, People: Power: Place walked the neighborhood block-by-block, parcel-by-parcel, and recorded
observations, assets, and made assessments on existing programs, buildings, spaces, and areas.

MAPPING MEMORIES
To capture favorite memories and stories about the neighborhood, People: Power: Place co-created a model of the
neighborhood where participants indicated important areas, landmarks and places that they hold dear.

Asian Arts Initiative | People: Power: Place
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HISTORY SCROLL
People: Power: Place developed a collective timeline of the neighborhood to highlight important events and
milestones of the area, both widely known and personal events, to creating a shared history of the neighborhood
helped us understand important events that shaped the narrative of the community.
Detailed information is included in Appendix B.

GRAFFITI WALLS
To obtain brief input on important questions, People: Power: Place utilized graffiti walls as a way to quickly collect
feedback on aspects of the neighborhood.

STREET SURVEYS
People: Power: Place partnered with Asian Americans United to conduct 257 street-side surveys within Chinatown
to understand people’s current relationship with Chinatown and Callowhill/Chinatown North, while also asking
about improvements in the future.
Detailed information from this survey is included in Appendix C.
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ASSET M A P P I N G F I N D I N G S :
• People: Power: Place located over 20 existing pieces of public art, along with 30
cultural organizations and facilities, and 49 culturally focused businesses in the
project area.
• The neighborhood is an existing center of public art with a high concentration of
visible murals, installations, and public events.
• There are hubs of cultural institutions that are already established destinations for
people from around the region. The arts programming including many well known
institutions and events such as First Friday, the Vox Populi Building, Asian Arts
Initiative, Underground Arts, and many artists who have called the area home for
decades.
• Participants want more opportunities to engage with other neighbors, learn about
other cultures, and support issues within the neighborhood.
• Although there are many existing places that foster a sense of community and
contribute to the cultural vitality of the area, there is a lot of space for new growth,
economic development, and increased participation and engagement of residents
and visitors.
• Lack of accessibility, some areas are difficult to walk around, find parking, and do not
connect with easy public transportation or other modes of movements, including
bicycling.
• Perception of public safety is an issue, with instances of crime and a sense of
lack of security in some areas due to poor maintenance and lighting. There are
concentrated areas without any public activation that contribute to this lack of
perceived safety.
• The neighborhood is a collection of smaller clustered communities without a
cohesive identity or vision.
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PUBLIC ART
Public art in the area is primarily
clustered between 10th & 12th
Streets, with little presence on the
far Eastern and Western sections of
the neighborhood. Existing public art
tends to be alongside existing cultural
facilities and programs, supporting
the development of micro-cultural
hubs in the area. Opportunities for
the creation of more public art and
visible cultural hubs exist at the
corner of 12th & Callowhill Streets at
the location of the Wolf Building and
Underground Arts, the Southeastern
section of the neighborhood near
CCC+C, Holy Redeemer, and PCDC,
along with along Broad Street, at
the location of Roman Catholic High
School.
Full directory of locations in
Appendix B.

CULTURAL
ORGANIZATIONS AND
FACILITIES
The majority of cultural
organizations are North of Hamilton
St. and South of Callowhill St. in
the neighborhood. There are large
swaths of areas of industrial and
commercial use buildings that can
potentially hold more space for
cultural facilities, especially along the
Eastern portion of the neighborhood
where there is more space for
development.
Full directory of locations in
Appendix B.
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BUSINESSES
Businesses primarily line 13th St.,
Vine St., Callowhill St., and Spring
Garden St., with little development
in the center of the community
and along the Eastern section
of the neighborhood. There are
opportunities for more business
activity alongside cultural facilities to
increase foot traffic, a greater sense
of safety and connectivity between
the hubs of the area.
Full directory of locations in
Appendix B.

BUSINESSES AND
CULTURAL FACILITIES
OVERLAY
Many of the cultural facilities
overlap with commercial spaces,
providing multi-use opportunities
for overlapping audiences and
appealing to a wider audience, such
as the Spring Arts building which
holds cultural organizations but also
contains a restaurant/bar. These
types of multi-use building can offer
cross-pollination of users and can
potentially increase the exposure
and participation of people in the
arts.
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POTENTIAL PLACES
FOR PUBLIC ART
During the Walking Observations
activity, participants identified areas
that would be ideal places for new
public art installations. The map
of the suggested locations take
advantage of blank walls that are
adjacent to parking lots with exposed
visibility but also spread the presence
of visual art across the neighborhood,
maintaining a constant presence of
visual art on nearly every corner.
These identified locations are
easy and suitable places for new
installations.
Full directory of locations in
Appendix B.

WELCOMING PLACES
Another item identified by
volunteers during the Walking
Observations activity, were
welcoming places. Residents and
visitors made assessments about
buildings and open spaces and
whether or not they felt they were
allowed to spend time in the area,
felt a connection, or if the area was
inviting. The map indicates that
there are several buildings that
are not publically programmed,
but people still felt drawn to. Some
characteristics of a welcoming space
included plants and greenery, well
maintained property, public art,
open and transparent facades, and
activities that were legible from the
exterior. Buildings that were fenced,
barricaded, and blocked off from
view were assessed as unwelcoming.
As developments continue
in the area, these welcoming
characteristics are important to keep
in mind to ensure a quality of safety
and invitation for passersby.
Full directory of locations in
Appendix B.
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FAVORITE PLACES
From the Mapping Memories model,
we located all the favorite places
that people suggested. The locations
identified in that narrative exercise
were primarily along the perimeter
of the neighborhood, just North of
Vine St. and along Vine St. There
were only a few memories deep
within the neighborhood, perhaps
suggesting that not many people
spend extensive time within the
internal blocks of the area. This is a
great place of potential, there are
opportunities to turn unnoticed
street corners into new memories
and stories that can create longlasting impressions on residents and
visitors to come.

THE POSSIBILITY OF
PUBLIC ART
When existing locations of public
art are combined with the potential
locations of public art identified by
project participants, we begin to see
a neighborhood that has a steady
spread of visual art across the area,
creating a more cohesive identity.
Potential Places for
Public Art
Existing Public Art
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THE POSSIBLE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
When we combine all locations of existing cultural facilities and organizations, along with existing businesses,
and identified welcoming places, in addition to the possibility of public art, we begin to see a lively and active
neighborhood that has the potential to have activities and life on every street corner.

Potential Places for
Public Art

Businesses

Existing Public Art

Welcoming Places

Cultural Organizations
and Facilities
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DES I G N W OR K S H O P S
People: Power: Place held a range of design and planning activities to have participants generate suggestions,
improvements, and articulate barriers to an accessible and thriving cultural neighborhood. The workshops were
co-hosted by neighborhood-based organizations and welcomed members of their organizations. Additionally,
street side engagements at existing events such as First Fridays, neighborhood festivals, and other general public
gatherings welcomed participants not already engaged in neighborhood activities or formal organizations. People:
Power: Place used written surveys, hands on model-making, visual maps, along with lively discussion to collect
individual’s visions for improvement.
A condensed catalog of suggestions generated from the design workshops can be found in Appendix D.
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H OT S POTS A N D C O LD SPOT S
Attendees located “hot” spots of lively activity along with “cold” spots of needed improvement, while also
generating ideas that would equitably transform the community.

ACTIVE AREAS
Red dots or “Hot spots” or active
and lively areas were clustered,
especially along 13th & Vine St.
(near Foo Kitchen, and Sunday
Breakfast Rescue Mission), 11th
& Vine St., 11th & Callowhill St.
(near the 319 Arts Building),
10th & Spring Garden St. (near
the Spring Arts District), which
were also areas of concentrated
cultural organizations and public
art.
South of Vine St. participants
identified 10th & Race St.
(near the commercial core of
Chinatown’s businesses), and
Franklin Square Park.

U N DER-U TI LIZE D
A REAS
Blue dots or “Cold Spots” or underutilized spaces were spread out over
the area with many in industrial
sites cut off from public use, poor
lighting, and lack of street activity.
Consistently, areas under the
viaduct were identified as cold spots,
along with along the Vine Street
Expressway, additionally several
empty lots such as the one on 12th
& Ridge St., 10th & Hamilton St., and
the areas adjacent to the PECO site.
These are prime areas for activation.
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C OLLECTING I DEAS
During street side engagements and more informal interactions, People: Power: Place asked participants to fill out
short surveys to share their ideas about places of improvements, ideas for transformation, along with cultural
activities and people they engage with.
In general, participants had several ideas of improvement and could easily identify potential areas and events
that would contribute to the overall quality of the neighborhood. With the exception of a handful of artists, many
people were not able to identify cultural producers or other artists in the neighborhood, demonstrating the need
to increase the visibility of the existing creative community and highlighting existing resources.
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M OD EL-MAKI N G A N D GEN ER AT I NG SO LU T I O NS
To offer multiple methods of expressing ideas, planning suggestions, and possible places of intervention and
improvement, the design workshops offered several hands on methods of articulating ideas.
People: Power: Place intentionally created activities that put the design vision into the hands of the participants,
so that the initial stage of crafting solutions came from the community directly impacted and invested in the
area. Rather than have participants respond to existing design suggestions and solutions, the People: Power: Place
process was generative rather than responsive, so that the foundation of the plans for improvement came from
the participants.
Participants drew existing maps of the area and then collaged the transformations they’d like to see in the
community by representing new pieces of infrastructure, built improvements, along with indicating the qualities
these places would reflect.
Many ideas were generated for under-utilized and vacant spaces, such as new parks, public art installations, and
cultural events, but ideas for simple streetscape improvements were also mentioned in several workshops.
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GOALS AND OUTCOMES FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Using the guiding principles as a framework for recommendations, the following goals are connective themes that
emerged from recommendations from community meetings and conversations. The goals are synthesized, bigpicture outcomes that are a result of reoccurring suggestions that community members have designed.
1. Support and strengthen the existing community
Chinatown North/Callowhill needs to ensure that the fundamental components to a healthy and
sustainable neighborhood for existing residents are present, so that there is a sense of safety, security, and
high quality of life.
2. Prevent economic, residential, and cultural displacement and gentrification.
Chinatown North/Callowhill needs to remain a diverse community that welcomes and provides
opportunities for existing artists, low-income residents, immigrants, and other working class members.
By strengthen resources and establishing new methods to develop safe spaces, and programs that
support the creative and economic growth of existing community members, in addition to new neighbors.
New development and growth is welcomed, but balancing the old with the new is important so that
displacement and gentrification is not prioritized and accelerated. Chinatown North/Callowhill needs to
ensure opportunities for existing community members are always included with amenities for new
audiences.
3. Create a shared identity and sense of solidarity across diverse stakeholders.
Chinatown North/Callowhill must honor and highlight the history of the neighborhood, its stories and
people, in order to preserve and respect the unique character and identity of the area. The public realm
should reflect the history of the area while simultaneously allowing for new narratives to emerge, so that
multiple populations are visible and represented in the neighborhood. Chinatown North/Callowhill would
like to foster a sense of solidarity, support the creation of a collective identity that multiple populations
can associate with, and foster greater social connections while breaking biases that continue to fracture
communities.
4. Increase, participation, engagement and advocacy through cultural activities
By ensuring that there is a range of cultural activities and events that appeal to and increase the
participation of multiple audiences, Chinatown North/Callowhill can encourage meaningful interactions
between different groups, including children, elders, non-English speaking members, and those who may
currently be unhoused.
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GOAL 1 : S U P P O RT A N D S T R E N G T HE N
TH E E XI S T I N G C O M M U N I T Y
Chinatown North/Callowhill needs to ensure that the fundamental components to a healthy and sustainable
neighborhood for existing residents are present, so that there is a sense of safety, security, and high quality of life.
Chinatown North/Callowhill can achieve this by:
1A. Developing community-supporting commercial, retail, and local job opportunities
		

Specific recommendations include (category of improvement):

			

- Support local Asian owned small businesses

			

- Advocate for retail stores like supermarket, hardware stores

			

- Advocate for a Merchants Association

			
			

- Advocate to hire Sunday Breakfast Overcomers to provide maintenance at Rail Park or
other neighborhood open spaces

1B. Creating neighborhood amenities and services that enrich the quality of life.
		

Specific recommendations include:

			

- Advocate for Library

			

- Support exciting mixed use developments that all people can access

			

- Advocate for vacant land into neighborhood uses

1C. Developing long-term support for new and existing low-income residents, artists, and workers
		

Specific recommendations include:

			

- Support affordable housing

			

- Business incubation spaces
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GOAL 2 : P R EVE N T E C O N O M I C ,
RESID EN T I A L, A N D C U LT U R A L
DISPL ACEM ENT
Chinatown North/Callowhill needs to remain a diverse community that welcomes and provides opportunities
for existing artists, low-income residents, immigrants, and other working class members, by strengthening
resources and establishing new methods to develop safe spaces, and offering programs that support the creative
and economic growth of existing community members and new neighbors. New development and growth
is welcomed, but balancing the old with the new is important so that displacement and gentrification is not
prioritized and accelerated. Chinatown North/Callowhill need to ensure opportunities for existing community
members are always included with amenities for new audiences.
Chinatown North/Callowhill can achieve this by:
2A. Constructing safe connections within and to the neighborhood so that residents and visitors can
easily move across the neighborhood, create a more accessible area, and feel connected to adjacent
areas with multiple means of transportation.
		

Specific recommendations include (category of improvement):

			

- Support protected flex post bike lanes on 13th and 10th streets

			

- Support safer cross walks across Vine Street and other major streets

			

- Advocate for more pedestrian-oriented Vine Street

				

- Advocate for curb bump outs at Vine Street

			

- Support the future Spring Garden greenway and bike lane

			

- Support multi-lingual street and wayfinding signage

2B. Increasing the public safety of the community, bother perceived and physical, in order for all
residents, workers, and visitors to feel a sense of comfort and security while experiencing the
neighborhood.
		

Specific recommendations include:

			

- Support more street lighting, especially at major intersections and under the viaduct

			

- Advocate for a neighborhood watch and more eyes on the street

2C. Providing high quality street and on-going maintenance of the public realm
		

Specific recommendations include:

			

- Advocate for more street trees and shade

			

- Advocate for more trash cans and pick up service

			

- Support increased curb appeal with planters, greenery, and seating
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GOAL 3 : CR EATE A S H A R E D I D E N TITY
AND S EN S E OF S O L I DA R I T Y
Chinatown North/Callowhill must honor and highlight the history of the neighborhood, its stories and people,
in order to preserve and respect the unique character and identity of the area. The public realm should reflect
the history of the area while simultaneously allowing for new narratives to emerge, so that multiple populations
are visible and represented in the neighborhood. Chinatown North/Callowhill would like to foster a sense of
solidarity, support the creation of a collective identity that multiple populations can associate with, and foster
greater social connections while breaking biases that continue to fracture communities.
Chinatown North/Callowhill can achieve this by:
3A. Constructing physical public spaces that provide opportunities for interaction and overlap
between different populations.
		

Specific recommendations include (category of improvement):

			

- Advocate for Chinese-style open space for dance and exercise

			

- Advocate for Pocket Parks and playgrounds

			

- Support more seating, gardens, fountains, tables, and shade

3B. Reflecting the community more visually and physically in the public realm by increasing the
visibility of narratives, history, and visual works.
		

Specific recommendations include:

			

- Support beautification and art installations at PECO site

			

- Advocate for more public art, everywhere!

			

- Create Art celebrating multiculturalism

			

- Advocate for Art under viaduct bridges

3C. Fostering greater social connectivity with programs and spaces that support meaningful
interactions.
			

- Advocate for a recreation center

			

- Support Asian/Chinatown programming in existing arts venues

			

- Support a community gathering space for tai-chi, ping-pong, and chess
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GOAL 4 : I N CR EA S E PA RT I C I PAT I ON,
E NGAG EM EN T, A N D A DVO C AC Y
By ensuring that there is a range of cultural activities and events that appeal to and increase the participation
of multiple audiences, Chinatown North/Callowhill can encourage meaningful interactions between different
groups, including children, elders, non-English speaking members, and those who may currently be unhoused,
while sharing struggles of the neighborhoods, and provide outreach on how to get involved with community
issues.
Chinatown North/Callowhill can achieve this by:
4A. Offering more public festivals and events
		

Specific recommendations include (category of improvement):

			

- Support a Night Market

			

- Program Temporary programming in vacant spaces and parking lots

			

- Support music festivals in existing venues

			

- Support community cook outs and barbeques

4B. Mobilizing and supporting the creative producers in the arts with additional resources.
		

Specific recommendations include:

			

- Support an artists’ union

			

- Create more inclusive art spaces for People of Color

			

- Create more free youth arts education programs

			

- Create a low-income summer camp
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RECO M M EN DAT I O N S
Seven major categories of transformation emerged from the design visioning process that will enhance the
quality of life and cultural development of Chinatown North/Callowhill and support the goals developed during
the visioning process. Across all categories, additional resources and collaborations are necessary to enact and
maintain these improvements.
Public Art and Installations
To reflect and display the identity and narrative of the neighborhood while enhancing the quality of public
spaces in the area.
Cultural Programming
On-going events and programs to foster greater interaction, education, and awareness of personal,
neighborhood, and global issues and narratives, in addition to spaces for creative expression.
Open Space and Green Space
To provide high quality landscapes that encourage healthy and sustainable living that are vital to fostering
a sense of shared culture and vibrant street life, for all members of the neighborhood, including children,
elders, and the unhoused community.
Infrastructure and Circulation
To foster greater connectivity and opportunity there needs to be improved means of traveling to and
within the neighborhood, on foot, bike, car, and public transportation so that the quality of experience of
moving about the area is enjoyable and memorable.
Public Safety
To ensure the basic necessity of security to move and enjoy the neighborhood without worry, more
intentional ways to signal safety and care in the public realm is necessary for a high quality neighborhood
and culture of safety and respect.
Business and Industry
To support economic growth in the neighborhood, it is important to retain existing small businesses,
employ locally, and expand commercial activity to enhance the neighborhood by providing desired retail
and commercial development that is accessible to all, including low-income artists and non-English
speaking populations.
Housing and Neighborhood services
To provide permanent housing opportunities for new low-income residents while maintaining and
preventing the displacement of existing residents in the area. Additionally, the development of
neighborhood serving and desired amenities that strengthen all residents while providing additional
opportunities for growth, especially for those community members that face historic and on-going
barriers to equitable advancement.
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VISIONING SUGGESTIONS
Seven major categories of transformation emerged from the visioning process to enhance the quality of life and cultural
development of Chinatown North/Callowhill. Across all categories, additional resources and collaborations will be necessary
to enact and maintain these improvements

PUBLIC ART & INSTALLATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Higher standard of design for architects and
developers
Beautified PECO site
Public art everywhere
More art celebrating multiculturalism
More art under viaduct bridges

OPEN SPACE & GREEN SPACE
•
•
•
•
•

CULTURAL PROGRAMMING

Playground/area for kids
Chinese-style open space for exercise
Parks with seating, gardens, etc.
Increased curb appeal with planters, trees, etc.
SBRM Overcomers hired to maintain Rail Park

•
•
•
•

INFRASTRUCTURE & CIRCULATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

PUBLIC SAFETY
•
•
•
•

Lighting and streetlights
Lighting under viaduct
All streets signs in Chinese
Wayfinding and informational signage

Inclusive art spaces for people of color
Free youth arts education programs
Low-income summer camp
Cookouts and summer BBQs

Protected bike lanes
Safer crosswalks across Vine St and other streets
Safer Vine Street Expressway
Easier walking access to Franklin Square Park
Trash cans
Sidewalk repair

BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
•
•
•

Local Asian owned small business
Safe and stable studio and creative workspaces
Retail Stores, like supermarket, or hardware store

HOUSING & NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Community Gathering Spot: Tai chi, ping-pong, chess
Affordable housing
Recreation Center with pool, badminton, arcade,
gym
Library
Exciting mixed use developments
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SPECIFIC SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM
SUGGESTIONS BY THE COMMUNITY
TEMPORARY
PROGRAMMING
IN VACANT
SPACES

MUSIC FESTIVALS
IN EXISTING
VENUES

TRASH
CANS

MERCHANTS
ASSOCIATION

STREET
TREES
+ SHADE

ARTISTS’
UNION

MULTI-LINGUAL
STREET
& WAYFINDING

CULTURAL
CENTER OR
SPACES FOR
COMMUNITY
ARTISTS AND
CULTURAL
PRACTITIONERS

SHORT TERM < 5 YEARS, <
$200K

AFFORDABLE
+ SAFE ARTIST
STUDIO SPACE
SPRING
GARDEN
PLAYGROUND AND
MULTI-GENERATIONAL GREENWAY
GATHERING SPACE + BIKE LANES

STREET
FESTIVALS
ON RIDGE
AVE

FLEX POST
BIKE LANES ON
13TH + 10TH
COMMUNITY
GATHERING AREA +
PROGRAMS

MEDIUM TERM > 5 YEARS,
> $200K

MORE SAFETY
STREET LIGHTING
AT MAJOR
INTERSECTIONS

REC
CENTER
CURB BUMP
OUTS
AT VINE STREET
INTERSECTIONS

CAP VINE ST
EXPRESSWAY
WITH PARK

DEVELOP
MORE
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING FOR
LOW INCOME
RESIDENTS/
ARTISTS

LONG TERM > 10 YEARS >
$500K

Workshop participants identified several short term priorities from the Cultural Plan. Rather than just community
development or neighborhood improvement tactics, these priorities will incorporate artists, cultural producers,
and community engagement to reimagine the possibilities of everyday components that shape the identity
and experience of the neighborhood. The interventions proposed will combine creative strategies alongside
community development goals, to ensure that the impact will benefit the residents, visitors, and stakeholders of
the area.
A detailed list of recommendations can be found in Appendix E.
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NEXT ST EP S
Through a series of workshops with Asian Arts Initiative Staff, Board members, Working Group members, and the
general public, People: Power: Place identified four projects, from all the visioning suggestions from the community,
for potential implementation in 2018. Those projects were 1) Installing additional street lighting throughout the
neighborhood, 2) Increasing access to cultural spaces by local creative groups, 3) Increasing temporary programs
and/or organizing a neighborhood festival, or 4) Building a permanent playground. People: Power: Place presented
these four options to our Working Group, who selected these two pilot projects: 1) Increasing access to cultural
spaces by local crative groups, and 2) Building a permanent playground.
Asian Arts Initiative presented these pilot projects to our funder, the William Penn Foundation, who were highly
supportive of the recommendations but after much deliberation and consideration, asked us not to pursue idea
two, given the limited timeline and scale of our funding, and the lack of definitive prospects for playground sites
in the neighborhood. Asian Arts Initiative will continue advocating for opportunities to advance the goals of a
neighborhood playground.
Informed by the People: Power: Place planning process, along with the guidance of our Working Group, Asian Arts
Initiative will execute the following project in 2018.

Project idea:
Create a collaborative of spaces that provide low- or no- cost
access to residency, rehearsal, or meeting space for local cultural
practitioners; incorporating and ensuring that local cultural
practitioners, especially within the Asian immigrant community,
continue to have a “place” and a presence in the fast-developing
Chinatown North neighborhood.
Text:
We need Cultural
Spaces because...
providing spaces
for folks to gather,
celebrate, and
maintain their
cultural traditions
is super important
and relates
directly to AAI’s
mission, especially
when it comes
to marginalized
communities
without the means to
secure these spaces
themselves.
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PROJECT B ACKG R O U N D
As Asian Arts Initiative was conducting the Asset Mapping phase
of People:Power: Place, we experienced two significant events
restricting cultural access in the neighborhood: 1) A fire in the 319
“Arts building” (also referred to as the “Vox building”) on North
11th Street revealed existing code violations, and prompted a
closure from the City’s Licenses + Inspections Department (which
has now been resolved). This indefinite closure displaced the many
contemporary arts organizations and artists in the building, with
some choosing to move permanently. 2) We were referred to a
community connector who hosts a number of Chinese cultural
groups in the On Leong Merchant’s Association at 911 Race
Street. With the association’s trust, she has managed the space for
different dance, music, and art groups to congregate and rehearse
in the building. But since she has moved on to paid work, she is
unable to host these meetings, and these groups no longer have
access to this rehearsal space.
Simultaneously, we had conversations with a range of entities who
own or manage property in the neighborhood who reported that
they have space that is underutilized at certain times of day or for
longer time periods without tenants. Many of them – for-profit
developers at Arts and Crafts Holdings, schools including the Folk
Arts and Cultural Treasures Charter School and Roman Catholic
High School, and cultural organizations including Asian Arts
Initiative – expressed interest in further activating their spaces
and providing access for community members, but also cited
operational barriers for doing so.
The People:Power:Place Working Group proposes to address the need for safe creative spaces by coordinating
existing properties in the Chinatown North/Callowhill neighborhood to open their buildings for use by cultural
groups that are based in, or meet in Chinatown North/Callowhill, for practice or other temporary uses. We
would spend time in the implementation phase looking at and building the model for this program; and expect
to survey property owners and managers to identify days and times that buildings are unused, as well as what
types of activity they might invite in their space, and match them with cultural groups to identify space needs, and
preferred usage times.
The program would address the inherent challenges for public use of private buildings. Also, the program would
offer a means for the further development of relationships among the diverse owners and users of these spaces in
the neighborhood.

For a neighborhood that has long been a vibrant hub for creative
practitioners, this program would support the continued presence
and cultural production of local creative groups in this neighborhood,
and forge a stronger relationship between building owners and
cultural practitioners throughout Chinatown North / Callowhill.
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APPEN D I X A:
Z ONIN G I N F O R M AT I O N
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APPEN D I X B:
ASSET M A P P I N G D I R E C TO RY
Listed below are the directories used to generate the Asset Maps in the report.
Information was collected via the Cultural Blocks website and the Walking Observation asset mapping activity,
which was an experiential and qualitative process.
If there are other locations, organizations, artworks, and data that you’d like to contribute to these directories,
please email Dave Kyu, Project Manager, at dave@asianartsinitiative.org

EXISTING PUBLIC ART
Title

Address

Title Unknown (metal bas-relief)

460 North 6th Street

Blockhead

North 8th Street and Spring Garden Street

The Stamp of Incarceration: James Anderson

1131 Callowhill Street

Chamberlain Mural

300 N. 13th St

Mural

1206 Hamilton St

Yarn Art

1099 Callowhill St

Mural

1101 Ridge Ave

Lion Statues

266 Vine St

Spring Arts Murals

1019 Buttonwood St

Storefront Photos

990 Spring Garden

Pearl Street Mural

Pearl St between 13th and 12th

City Root

12th and Carlton

Color of Light

12th and Vine (south)

Caught out there mural

Noble and Ridge

Diver Billboard

Wood and 11th St

Blatt Auto Mural

Callowhill and Ridge

Eraserhead mural

10th and Buttonwood

Ampllify Mural

1026 Spring Garden St

It was all a Dream Mural

11th and Spring Garden

Eraserhead Mural

12th and Spring Garden
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Cultural and Arts Organizations and Facilities
Description

Address or intersection

Asian Americans United

1023 Callowhill St

FACTS - Folk Arts Cultural Treasures Charter School

1023 Callowhill St

Union Transfer

1026 Spring Garden St

Spring Arts Building

10th and spring garden

CCC+C

1101 vine st

Theatre Confetti

1200 Callowhill St

Underground Arts at the Wolf Building

1200 Callowhill St

West Philadelphia Orchestra (WPO)

1200 Callowhill St

Breaking Barriers

1213 Vine St

LifeLine Music Coalition

1213 VINE St

Asian Arts Initiative

1219 VINE St

Patrajdas Contemporary/Art Loft PA

1269 Noble St

Buttonwood Art

1315 Buttonwood St

Asian Americans Womens Coalition (AAWC)

301 N 9th St

Philadelphia Chinatown Development Corp (PCDC)

301 N 9TH St

Roman Catholic High School

301 N Broad

Katherine Fraser Studio

319 N 11th St

Scott Kip

319 N 11th St

Grizzly Grizzly

319 N. 11th St

Marginal Utility

319 N. 11th St

Napoleon

319 N. 11th St

Practice Gallery

319 N. 11th St

Vox Populi

319 N.11th St

Tiger Strikes Asteroid

319A N. 11th St

Stockbridge Fine Art Print

319A North 11th Street

Pennsylvania Ballet

323 N Broad St

OASIS aka Oasis Art Center and Gallery

340 N 12th St

Spring Garden Pictures

340 N 12th St

Studio Incamminati

340 N 12th St

1812 Productions

421 N 7TH St

Rachel Constantine Studio

428 N 13th St

ART SPHERE INC

915 Spring Garden St

Chenrezig Tibetan Buddhist Center of Philadelphia

915 Spring Garden St

Holy Redeemer Chinese Catholic Church & School

915 Vine St
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Businesses
Description

Address or intersection

Mc Glinnen Inc

315 N 12th St # 402

Philadelphia Moulding Co

334 N 13th St

Richart Graphics

1305 Vine St

Ark Creatives Inc

417 N 8th St

Life Line Music Coalition Inc

1213 Vine St

Smartdesign LLC

1213 Vine St

Addikenn

1211 Vine St

Bread Magazine

1234 Hamilton St

Fortress Comminications

923 Spring Garden St

Headcase Design

428 N 13th St

Stephen Hudgins Photography

1238 Callowhill St

Highjinx

1025 Hamilton St

Venturef0rth

417 N 8th St

Carole Abercauph

1041 Buttonwood St

Jack Ramsdale Photography

915 Spring Garden St

Wallnuts Frame Design

915 Spring Garden St

Bowhaus Design Groupe

340 N 12th St

Fantasy Printing Co

307 N 13th St

Work in Progress

915 Spring Garden St

Guckelberger & Co Storage

448 N 10th St

Digsau Architecture PC

340 N 12th St

Fresh Fly

1041 Buttonwood St

Takelessons Music Lessons (Philadelphia)

1215 Wood St

Big Hit Promotions

1213 Vine St

Stockbridge Fine Art Print

319 N 11th St

Coyopa Productions Inc

340 N 12th St

Barry Halkin Architectural

915 Spring Garden St

Timothy Duffield Sculpture Inc

429 N 13th St

UNION TRANSFER

1026 Spring Garden St

MIO
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Potential Places for Public Art
Description
Captain Thomas Trading CO.

Address or intersection
843 Callowhill St

Steve and Dominic's Auto Repair

310 N 11th St
1010 Wood St
1003-1005 Wood St

Row home

326 N 10th St (wall facing Wood St)

Liao Collection Asian Antiques

310 N 11th St (wall facing Pearl St)
1022-26 Wood St (wall facing 11th St)

Sang Yick Food Co.

Space used for restaurant/retail and offices. Has
516
a colorful
N10th Stsign.
(Wall facing Spring Garden Street)
Parking Lot

978 Nectarine St

Parking Lot

504 N 10th St

Underpass
SW Corner

Underpass on Spring Garden St (between 9th and 10th St)

Spring Garden Marketing & Investment
District N9ne
District N9ne

820 Spring Garden St (Wall facing N 9th St)
9th and Buttonwood (Wall facing Buttonwood
St) and Buttonwood (Wall facing N Percy St)
9th

Bethesda Project - Our Brother's Place

907 Hamilton St (NE corner)

Underpass

Underpass on Buttonwood St (between 9th and 10th St)

CBS construction- lumber yard

Spring Garden & 9th (904 Spring Garden)

500 N 12th St

Makeup|Apparel (Closed business)

459 N 12th St (wall facing Buttonwood St)

Gordon Cash Registers

1124 Spring Garden St

Reds & Son

1041 Buttonwood St (wall facing Nectarine St)
338 N 13th St

HEID BUILDING

325 N 13th St (wall facing Carlton St)

Apartment Building
Wolf Building

1238 Callowhill St
1200 Callowhill St

Shelly Electric Co Inc

1126 Callowhill St (wall facing 12th St, Parada Maimon's parking lot)
Wood St and 13th St (Wall of building across from Uhaul)

Row home

1211 Wood St
Hamilton St & Ridge St & 11th St

Parada Maimon

345 N 12th St (wall facing Carlton St)

Jany's Cafe

325 N 12th St (wall facing Carlton St)

Viaduct
Viaduct, PECO

Viaduct at Carlton St (next to Shelly Electric)

3 apartments

Callowhill near 11th
449 N. 13th St (walls on both sides of building)

Apartment Building

439 N. 13th St

Row Homes

1230-1236 Buttonwood

Lofts

1220 Buttonwood

GoBeer storage, offices

448-452 N. 12th St.

Chinese Christian Church and Center

1101 Vine Street
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Welcoming Places
Description

Address or intersection

CBS construction- lumber yard

12th St & Nectarine St (West Side)

Vacant lot

12th St & Spring Garden St, East Side Ridge Ave, Buttonwood St

Gordon Cash Registers

1124 Spring Garden St

Auto used part junkyard. Mix of architecture. Diverse mix of people.
Residential. Pet-friendly, many students.

1116 Buttonwood St
"Lovely garden complex", Hamilton - 1100 Block

Space used for housing & offices. In good shape even though it's vacant.

510 N 10th St

Space used for housing.

512 N 10th St

Space used for restaurant/retail and offices. Has a colorful sign.

516 N10th St

Argentine Tango Studio

1315 Buttonwood St

Iglesia Cristiana (Church?)

454 N 12th St, 2B

Lofts

1220 Buttonwood St

Row Homes

1230-1236 Buttonwood St

3 apartments

449 N. 13th St

(NE corner 10th and Buttonwood)

990 Buttonwood St.

Parking Lot

1230 Callowhill Street

Custom Framing

334 N 13th St

Wolf Building

340 N 12th
1234-36 Wood St

Restaurant/retail
"Moms Can Pack"
GoBeer Delivery

1205-1207 Hamilton St

GoBeer storage, offices

454 N. 12th St
448-452 N. 12th St.

Rebman Building

429 N. 13th St.

Row homes

1211-1221 Noble St.

Barbershop, Apartments

1118 Spring Garden

New construction on apartment
Edwards Building

1102 Spring Garden
12th and Pearl St

Shell Gas Station

1135 Vine St

Holy Redeemer

915 Vine St

Asian Arts Initiative
Poly Hvac Kitchen Inc. and New York Sign Company Inc.

1219 Vine St
430 N. 12th St.

Apartment Building

439 N. 13th St

Esslinger’s Brewery

401-29 N 10th St

Armour & Company’s Philadelphia Stock Depot

909-31 Noble St
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Listed below is all the information collected in the History Scroll. All information was added by neighborhood
stakeholders, to create this shared oral history of the neighborhood’s past.
Year

History
1800-1849

1800

Canal built through Chinatown North
Asians are ineligible to become natural citizens, which impacts political power (until 1952)

1833

Reading Railroad founded

1835

Baldwin Locomotive opens plant at Broad St and Hamilton St

1840’s

Chinese laborers immigrate to US in because of gold rush - push and pull factors including labor recruiters
1850-1899

1853

Spring Garden Soup House opens on Buttonwood St

1855

Krickerbocker Ice. Co opens (closes in 1924)

1870

First restaurant in Chinatown opens, Mei-Hsian Lou

1871

Lee Fong Laundry opens

1877

National Theater at 10th & Callowhill St opens

1878

Sunday Breakfast Association established

1882

Chinese Exclusion Act signed into Law - After the Act, other asian nationalities were barred from immigrating until 1924 when almost all immigration from Asia was cut off

1890

Roman Catholic School buiiding dedicated at Broad & Vine St

1892

First part of Reading Railroad was built

1896

Haverford Cycle Co. was founded at 10th & Hamilton St
1900-1949

1910’s

Hey-day of “automobile row” on N. Broad St (Packard, Bergdol)

1911

Smaltz Goodwin Co. founded

1916

Spring Garden St Built

1920’s

Reading 1186 Built for dining car service

1924

Philadelphia Inquirer building is built at Broad & Callowhill St

1924

Krickerbocker Ice. Co closes

1924

Asian immigration begins again

1924

Haverford Cycle Co. Closed (10th & Hamilton)

1927

Lasher Building (publishing) built at 1309 Noble St

1928

Baldwin Locomotive relocates plant to Eddystone, PA., devastates neighborhood economy

1935

Esslinger’s Brewery opens, 10th & Callowhill St

1941

Holy Redeemer Catholic Church founded

1941

Chinese Christian Church founded

1943

Chinese Exclusion Act is repealed! - but most immigration from Asia is largely barred until 1965

1948

Reading 1186 car rebuilt for passenger use
1950-1999

1951

Chung Hua Kung founded

1951

Chinese Benevolent Association (CBA) founded

1952

Chinese Gospel Church founded

1955

Chinese Cultural and Community Center founded
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Year

History

1960

Car 1186 used only for ‘excursion’ trips only

1960

David Lynch lives at 13th & Wood St, inspires film “Eraserhead”

1965

National Chemical buys Esslinger’s building, now makes bottles + industrial cleaners

1966

Public meeting at Free Library regarding Vine St. expressway

1966

“Save the Church” Holy Redemeemer movement begins (becomes the “Save Chinatown” movement around
1970)

Mid-1960’s

Flop houses around 10th and Race

Late-1960’s

Chinatown Community Garden is demolished for future expressway

1969

Philadelphia Chinatown Development Corporation (PCDC) founded

1970

1186 car relocated to City Branch at Broad & Noble St.

1971

Yellow Seeds paper is formed

1972

Frank Rizzo is in office

1973

Chinatown Activists stop demolition for Vine St. at 10th and Winter St. Bringing struggle to the media anf
general public

Mid-1970’s

Senior housing on 10th & Spring Garden St built

Mid-1970’s

PCDC Chinatown planning phase

1975

Yellow Seeds divides and later transfers charter

1980

Frank Rizzo is out of office

1984

Dynasty Court, mixed-housing built

1984

Friendship gate completed - Tianjin-Philadelphia sister city brings Chinese historic preservation artisans to
build gate

1984

Last train leaves Reading Terminal, mother nature starts taking over the viaduct

1985

Lily Yeh mural @ 9th & Race St comissioned by PCDC

1985

Asian Americans United (AAU) founded

1986

Vine St. expressway completed

Early-1990’s

Cathy Chang immolates herself as protest

1992

Federal detention center proposed for 8th and Vine

1993

Asian Arts Initiative (AAI) founded at the Painted Bride

1994

Reading Rail Line abandoned

Mid-1990’s

Pennsylvania Convention Center built

1995

History of Chinatown mural completed for Chinatown’s 125th anniversary

1996

First Mid-Autumn Festival, organized by AAU

1998

Hing Wah Yuen complete
2000-present

2000

Color of Light mural completed

2000

Baseball Stadium proposed and defeated (Proposed site was north of Chinatown, but the community struggle unites Chinatown)

2001

Callowhill Neighborhood Association (CNA) 501c3 incorporated

2003

Christian Chinese Church (CCC) opens Vine St. Campus

2003

Reading Viaduct Project - effort for Rail Park begins

2005

Folk Arts-Cultural Treasures (FACTS) Charter School is approved

Mid-2000’s

Hop Sing Laundromat (bar) was founded

2006

Pennsylvania Convention Center expansion approved
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Year

History

2007

AAI leaves Gilbert Building

2008

AAI moves into 1219 Vine St

2008

Chinatown defeats casino in Strawbridge building (Market East Gallery)

2009

Ward 5 Division 25 new voting district - “we have so many new people now!”

2010

AAI purchases 1219 Vine St.

2010

Chinatown receives first historic marker at 913 Race St. (first laundromat)

2011

Neighborhood Improvement District proposed for Callowhill Reading Viaduct District (and rejected)

2011

Union Transfer concert venue opens on Spring Garden St

2013

2nd casino threat

2013

AAI launches Pearl St. Project

2013

Reading Viaduct merges with Friends of the Rail Park

2014

First Chinatown Night Market (Food Trust)

2015

Re-zoning of neighborhood approved

2016

Rail Park Phase 1 starts construction

2016

Arts and Crafts holdings commissions mural series on Buttonwood St. and Noble St.

2017

NOTO (night club) opens

2017

Lot at 800 Market will be sold and development will begin

2017

Hanover condos open on North Broad St.

2018

Rail Park Phase 1 Opens
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APPEN D I X C:
BI-LINGUA L SU RV E Y R E S U LT S
Asian Arts Initiative partnered with Asian Americans United to conduct a series of street-side surveys in
Chinatown to understand people’s current relationship with Chinatown and Chinatown North, while also asking
about improvements in the future. The surveys were conducted by the youth organizers of the organization and
primarily targeted their similar demographic. The data is not comprehensive but is still indicative of community
needs. Below are select initial findings from their surveys.

Initial Survey Results from Asian Americans United
257 Respondents
19% Live in Chinatown
5%
Live in Chinatown North
53% Visit Chinatown
6%
Work in Chinatown

50%
16%
11%
10%
7%
5%

11-21
22-32
33-43
44-54
55-64
65+

Of those that Visit Chinatown
13% Come everyday
42% Come once a week
24% Come once a month
Top Amenities wanted in Chinatown
60% Green Space (parks, gardens)
28% Recreation Center
25% Community Space
24% Affordable Housing
16% Grocery Stores
14% Senior Housing
13% Childcare

70%
10%
5%
4%
3%
2%
2%

Chinese
White
Asian/Pacific Islander
Cambodian
African-American
Vietnamese
Latino

Top Suggestions for improvement:
32% Cleaner streets, less trash
4%
More parking
3%
More public safety
Additional suggestions:
More activities and events
Make sidewalks and streets wider
so that it is less crowded

52% Have visited North of Vine into Chinatown North
Main Reasons: School, church, temple, space to walk around
Top suggestions to increase visits: More restaurants, stores, parks
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APPEN D I X D :
C ATAL OG O F CO M M U N I T Y
RECOM M EN DAT I O N S
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APPEN D I X E:
I MPLEM EN TAT I O N G R I D
Neighborhood change is a group effort. Seven major categories of transformation emerged from the visioning
process to enhance the quality of life and cultural development of Chinatown North/Callowhill. Across all
categories, additional resources and collaborations will be necessary to enact and maintain these improvements.
Below is an implementation grid, pairing the community recommendations from the process with proposed
partner organizations, that may be involved with fundraising or implementation of these ideas.

PUBLIC ART & INSTALLATIONS
Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Higher standard of design for architects and developers

All RCO’s - CNA, PCDC, FRP High

Beautified PECO site

High

Public Art everywhere

PECO, City of Philadelphia,
CNA, FRP
AAI

More art celebrating multiculturalism

AAI

High

More art under viaduct bridges

AAI, FACTS, Arts & Crafts
Holdings, FRP

Low

Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Inclusive art spaces for people of color

AAI, AAU

High

Free youth arts education programs

AAI, FACTS

High

Low-income summer camp

AAI, AAU

High

Cookouts and summer BBQs

FRP, CCC+C, CNA, Arts &
Crafts Holdings

Low

Med

CULTURAL PROGRAMMING
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OPEN SPACE & GREEN SPACE
Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Playground/area for kids

High

Chinese-style open space for exercise

AAI, FACTS, AAU, CCC+C,
Arts & Crafts Holdings
FRP, AAU

Parks with seating, gardens, etc.

FRP

High

Increased curb appeal with planters, trees, etc.

CNA, PCDC, PHS

Med

SBRM Overcomers hired to maintain Rail Park

SBRM, FRP

High

Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Protected bike lanes

OTIS

High

Safer crosswalks across Vine St and other streets

Very High

Trash Cans

PCDC, DVRPC, OTIS,
PennDOT
PCDC, DVRPC, OTIS,
PennDOT
PCDC, DVRPC, OTIS,
Streets
CNA, PCDC

Sidewalk repair

Streets

High

Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Lighting and streetlights

City of Philadelphia

High

Lighting under viaduct

FRP

Med

All street signs in Chinese

PCDC, AAI

Low

Wayfinding and informational signage

FRP

High

Med

INFRASTRUCTURE & CIRCULATION

Safer Vine Street Expressway
Easier walking access to Franklin Square Park

Very High
High
Med

PUBLIC SAFETY
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BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Local Asian owned small business

PCDC

High

Safe and stable studio and creative workspaces

AAI, Arts & Crafts Holdings

High

Retail stores, like supermarket, or hardware store

CNA, Arts & Crafts Holdings Med

HOUSING & NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES
Suggestion

Proposed Partners

Priority

Community gathering spot: Tai-chi, ping pong, chess

FRP, AAU

Med

Affordable housing

High

Recreation Center with pool, badminton, arcade, gym

City of Philadelphia, PCDC,
AAU
PCDC

Library

PCDC

High

Exciting mixed use developments

PCDC, Arts & Crafts
Holdings, CNA

High
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GLOSSARY
AAI

Asian Arts Initiative

AAU

Asian Americans United

CCC+C

Chinese Christian Church + Center

CNA

Callowhill Neighborhood Association

DVRPC

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission

FACTS

Folk Arts-Cultural Treasures Charter School

FRP

Friends of the Rail Park

OTIS

Philadelphia Managing Director’s Office of Transportation and Infrastructure Systems

PCDC

Philadelphia Chinatown Development Corporation

PECO

Philadelphia Energy Company

PennDOT

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

PHS

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society

RCO

Registered Community Organization

SBRM

Sunday Breakfast Rescue Mission

Streets

Philadelphia Streets Department
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GET IN VOLVED !
Help turn these suggestions into reality!
Across all categories, additional resources and collaborations will be necessary to enact and maintain these
improvements. Although our planning process is complete, Asian Arts Initiative would love to hear from you
about any ideas to implement any of these visioning suggestions.
Get involved by emailing Dave Kyu, Project Manager, at dave@asianartsinitiative.org.
Visit www.asianartsinitiative.org/culturalplan.

ADDIT I O N A L RE A D I N G
•

Philadelphia 2035: Callowhill/Chinatown North Strategic Plan (2012)
Commissioned by the Philadelphia City Planning Commission
http://www.phila.gov/CityPlanning/plans/PDF/Callowhill_Chinatown_North_Plan.pdf

•

“Natural” Cultural Districts: A Three-City Study—Report Summary (2013)
Written by Mark J. Stern and Susan C. Seifert, University of Pennsylvania
https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1000&context=siap_cultural_districts

•

Renewing Race Street (October 2015)
Commissioned by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
https://www.dvrpc.org/reports/15029.pdf

•

Chinatown Neighborhood Plan (2017)
Commisioned by Philadelphia Chinatown Development Corporation
Executive Summary: http://chinatown-pcdc.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/ChinatownNeighborhood-Plan-Executive-Summary.pdf
Full Plan: https://www.dropbox.com/s/gmwxtlr6uqkpgok/Chinatown%20Neighborhood%20Plan%20
2017.pdf?dl=0

•

Chinatown Connections (2017)
Designed and prepared by Public Workshop

•

Reviving Vine: Improving Multimodal Connections on Vine Street (February 2018)
Commissioned by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission
Presentation: https://www.dvrpc.org/Corridors/Vine/pdf/1421_KickoffPresentation_public.pdf
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